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Abstract—Graphs are an important abstraction used in many
scientific fields. With the magnitude of graph-structured data
constantly increasing, effective data analytics requires efficient
and scalable graph processing systems. Although HPC systems
have long been used for scientific computing, people have only
recently started to assess their potential for graph processing,
a workload with inherent load imbalance, lack of locality,
and access irregularity. We propose ShenTu8 , the first generalpurpose graph processing framework that can efficiently utilize
an entire Petascale system to process multi-trillion edge graphs in
seconds. ShenTu embodies four key innovations: hardware specialization, supernode routing, on-chip sorting, and degree-aware
messaging, which together enable its unprecedented performance
and scalability. It can traverse a record-size 70-trillion-edge graph
in seconds. Furthermore, ShenTu enables the processing of a
spam detection problem on a 12-trillion edge Internet graph,
making it possible to identify trustworthy and spam webpages
directly at the fine-grained page level.
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I. J USTIFICATION FOR ACM G ORDON B ELL P RIZE
ShenTu enables highly efficient general-purpose graph processing with novel use of heterogeneous cores and extremely
large networks, scales to the full TaihuLight, and enables graph
analytics on 70-trillion-edge graphs. It computes PageRank
and TrustRank distributions for an unprecedented 12-trillionedge real-world web graph in 8.5 seconds per iteration.
II. P ERFORMANCE ATTRIBUTES
Performance Attributes

Content

Category of achievement
Type of method used
Results reported based on
Precision reported
System scale
Measurement mechanism

Scalability, Time-to-solution
Framework for graph algorithms
Whole application including I/O
Mixed precision (Int and Double)
Measured on full-scale system
Timers & Code Instrumentation
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III. OVERVIEW OF THE P ROBLEM
Graphs are one of the most important tools to model
complex systems. Scientific graph structures range from multibillion-edge graphs (e.g., in protein interactions, genomics,
epidemics, and social networks) to trillion-edge ones (e.g., in
connectomics and internet connectivity). Timely and efficient
processing of such large graphs is not only required to advance
scientific progress but also to solve important societal challenges such as detection of fake content or to enable complex
data analytics tasks, such as personalized medicine.
Improved scientific data acquisition techniques fuel the
rapid growth of large graphs. For example, cheap sequencing
techniques lead to massive graphs representing millions of human individuals as annotated paths, enabling quick advances in
medical data analytics [1]. For each individual, human genome
researchers currently assemble de Bruijn graphs with over 5
billion vertices/edges [2]. Similarly, connectomics models the
human brain, with over 100 billion neurons and an average of
7,000 synaptic connections each [3].
Meanwhile, researchers face unprecedented challenges in
the study of human interaction graphs. Malicious activities
such as the distribution of phishing emails or fake content, as
well as massive scraping of private data, are posing threats to
human society. It is necessary to scale graph analytics with the
growing online community to detect and react to such threats.
In the past 23 years, the number of Internet users increased
by 164× to 4.2 billion, while the number of domains grew
by nearly 70,000× to 1.7 billion. Sogou, one of the leading
Internet companies in China, crawled more than 271.9 billion
Chinese pages with over 12.3 trillion inter-page links in early
2017 and expects a 4× size increase with whole-web crawling.
Graph processing and analytics differ widely from traditional scientific computing: they exhibit significantly more
load imbalance, lack of locality, and access irregularity [4].
Modern HPC systems are designed for workloads that have
some degree of locality and access regularity. It is thus
natural to map regular computations, such as stencil-based
and structured grid-based, to complex architectures achieving
high performance, as recent Gordon Bell Prize winners demonstrated. However, as witnessed by the set of recent finalists,
very few projects tackle the challenge of completely irregular
computations at largest scale. We argue that the science drivers
outlined above as well as the convergence of data science,
big data, and HPC necessitate serious efforts to enable graph
computations on leading supercomputing architectures.

